Prevent Mosquito-borne Diseases

Fight the Bite! Drain. Avoid. Spray.

Eliminate backyard breeding sites!

- Keep gutters flowing and clean of debris
- Seal or screen all rain barrel openings and treat with mosquito dunks monthly
- Clean bird baths once a week
- Keep ornamental pots and plant saucers free of standing water
- Keep Fathead minnows or Rosy-reds in ornamental ponds

- Keep swimming pools clean and covered
- Cover open boats; eliminate any water collecting in tarp depressions
- Repair leaking watering equipment
- Store anything that holds water for more than a few days and drill drain holes in tire swings
- Use window screens and repair holes

Protect Yourself from Biting Mosquitoes

- Wear long, loose and light-colored clothing
- Use insect repellent with DEET, Picardin or lemon-eucalyptus oil